
Be more profitable in your 
short-run work

RICOH 
TotalFlow 
BatchBuilder™

Automated Job Management



Flexibility that fits your workflows 
BatchBuilder filters jobs based on production criteria and allows you to automate your scheduling 
based on priority. Tailor your schedule with filters, such as document size, paper type, finishing 
styles, deadlines, customer name and more — or use BatchBuilder’s fully automated scheduling. 
Seamless integration with Ultimate Impostrip® gives you the agility to change things on the go and 
confidence in the integrity of what you’re sending to print.

Job-level visibility through production
Thanks to an intuitive interface, jobs can be easily viewed and located at any point in the workflow. 
Barcodes make it simple for operators to update the status of work or resubmit 
an order. Easier oversight and faster tracking of an increasing volume of small 
jobs results in less employee stress and more satisfied clients. 

Give your business what it needs to create streamlined workflows that 
take the chaos out of managing a variety of small jobs from multiple 
sources. Increase operator efficiency, printer utilisation and your business’s 
profitability with RICOH TotalFlow BatchBuilder.

Simple, intuitive 
and powerful.

Ease-of-use and control are fundamental 
elements of BatchBuilder’s vendor-neutral design.



More profit, less stop-and-start
Be more efficient with BatchBuilder by removing manual touchpoints and reducing back-and-forth 
setups for print and finishing. BatchBuilder helps you recover valuable time, process more orders 
and price your work more competitively. 

Keep operator focus where it needs to be 
BatchBuilder uniquely performs batching work upstream so jobs arrive at the printer already sorted 
according to like characteristics, reducing manual processes and bottlenecks. BatchBuilder can 
automatically pre-flight, perform imposition and send a job where it needs to go. By mapping 
job ticket information to the printer, BatchBuilder boosts efficiency by eliminating the re-entry of 
information by operators. 

 
 

Make the most of your sheet-fed, continuous feed and wide-format printers. 
Increase device throughput, regardless of manufacturer, with automated routing 
that organises jobs by attributes for maximum efficiency.  



RICOH TotalFlow BatchBuilder™ 
Specifications at a Glance
BatchBuilder is compatible with most standard operating systems and hardware. 
Check with your sales representative to determine compatibility with your specific 
hardware and software environment.

System 
Requirements:

 � Processor: Quad-core 2.7 GHz or higher (64–bit)

 � RAM: 8 GB recommended (4 GB minimum required) 

 � Disk Space: Recommended minimum of 500 GB, using 250 GB for the initial installation and an 
additional minimum of 250 GB, depending on usage. A solid-state drive is recommended for 
faster and more reliable performance.

 � Display Resolution: 1280 x 1024 minimum

 � Supported Browsers: Current versions of modern browsers from Google®, Microsoft® & Mozilla®  

Operating 
Systems:

 � Windows Server® 2019 Server Standard or Essentials (64–bit)

 � Windows Server 2016 Server Standard (64–bit)

 � Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard (64-bit)

 � Microsoft® Windows® 10 Pro or Enterprise (64-bit)

 � Microsoft Windows 8.1 Pro or Enterprise (64-bit)
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Next Steps
Speak with your Ricoh sales representative to request a demonstration to personally 
experience how BatchBuilder can drive profitability in your short-run work, or 
visit www.ricohsoftware.com to request a free software trial. 
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